
The performance of crops is influenced by three aspects of light

❖i. Intensity of light

❖ii. Quality of light

❖iii. Duration of light



Intensity of light



❖Light intensity refers to the number of photons falling on a given area or to the 

total amount of light which plants receive.

❖In general, for any given location, the intensity varies with the day, with the 

seasons and with the distance from the equator.

❖It also varies due to dust particle and water vapour in the atmosphere, to 

differences in slope of the land and to differences in elevations.



❖An optimum light intensity range is required by every crop for proper growth
and development and is specified in foot-candles or lux for each crop.

❖A range of 3000-8000 foot-candles is required by crops like, capsicum,
cucurbits, egg-plant and sweet potato, while cabbage and potatoes require 2000-
8000 foot-candles.

❖For a given crop, either very low and excessive light intensity is not favourable
for photosynthetic activities, although accumulation of photosynthates are
generally proportional to light intensity



Light quality



❖Light quality refers to the length of waves.

❖The visible part of spectrum of electromagnetic radiation ranges 

from wave lengths 390 to 730 m.

❖The combination of visible light affects the photosynthetic activity 

of plants since the chlorophyll has the capacity to absorb radiant 

energy, particularly in the blue (430-470 m) and red (650-730 m) 

ranges.



Blue and red lights affect the rate of growth, as measured in terms 
of dry matter and consequently the vegetative and reproductive 
phases.

It is reported that tomato plants grown in red or blue light produce 
a greater dry matter over the same period of time than comparably 
plants grown in either green or white light.



Light quality



Light quality

PPE: Photosynthetic Photon Efficacy; PPF: Photosynthetic Photon Flux



Duration of light



❖Duration of light is often the most important aspect of light limiting the 
development of some vegetables i.e., their photoperiodic requirements. 
In general, light duration is shorter in winter than in summer and varies 
with the distance from the equator. 

❖Besides the accumulation of carbohydrates, day length is often a 
deciding factor for flower induction in certain plants. 

❖Based on their response to length of light periods, the plants may be 
classified into



➢ i) Long-day plant: Requiring short nights- 8-10 hours dark period. eg.
Beans, cowpea, chinese cabbage, garden beets, lettuce, certain cultivars of 
potato, radish, spinach etc.

➢ ii) Short-day plant: Requiring long nights- 10-14 hours dark period. e.g. 
Onion, amaranth and sweet potato  and 

➢ iii) Day neutral plants: Photo insensitive. e.g. Tomato, pepper, egg plant, 
okra      etc.



➢If long-day plants are grown during short-day period, there will 
be less accumulation of carbohydrates and proteins resulting in 
weak vegetative growth and non-flowering, whereas, if short –
day plants are grown during long day period there will be 
abundant carbohydrate and proteins resulting in vigorous growth 
and non-flowering.

➢In case of cucurbits, day length and intensity of light coupled 
with temperature are known to influence sex expression, i.e. 
appearance of male and/or female flowers.



❖In cucumber, for example, an abundance of light tends to increase 

the number of staminate flowers. On the other hand, reduction of 

light materially increases the number of pistillate flowers.

❖In case of squash, high temperature and long days tend to keep the 

plants in staminate phase, whereas low temperature and short days 

speed up the development of pistillate flowers.



Other types of light



❖ i. Ultraviolet ray: Wavelength- 40-200 m. It damage plant cell so it is harmful 

to the plant. This light is screened by Ozone layer.

❖ ii. Violet ray:  Wave length- 290-500 m. Energy- 71 Kcal. This ray help is 

synthesis of protein in plant.

❖ iii) Orange red ray: Wave length- 500-700 m. Energy- 41 Kcal. Helps in 
photosynthesis.

❖ iv) Infra red ray: Wave length- > 700 m. It is somewhat harmful to plant. By   
absorbing this ray increases heat inside the plant thus increases respiration rate.



Phytochrome



❖Phytochrome is a pigment found in crop plants in minute quantities. 

Phytochrome exists in two reversible forms, red light absorbing (Pr) 

and the far-red light absorbing (Pfr).

❖Of this Pr is considered stable and inactive form, while Pfr is 

considered to be the unstable and biochemically active form.



❖During the light period, the Pr form changes to Pfr form and 
during the dark period, the Pfr for gradually changes to Pr for 
(slow reversion).

❖ This reversible biochemical system also promotes germination of 
certain vegetable seeds (lettuce) which require treatment with red 
light for proper germination.







Role of air in vegetable production



➢ Air plays important role in vegetable production in two 

aspects:

i) elements of air and

ii) speed of air.



Elements of air:

❖In general air contains 0.8 parts nitrogen, 0.2 

parts oxygen and 0.03 parts CO2.

❖Nitrogen can not directly use by the plant 

from the air but fixation of nitrogen occurs in 

the soil from the air by Rhyzobium and after 

that use  by the plants.

❖Oxygen is required for the respiration of the 

plant and plant roots.



Elements of air

➢CO2 is essential for photosynthesis.

➢Excess CO2 results yellowing of young leaves, discoloration of

flowers and flower drop occurs, crust forms on the soil surface after

rain thus air circulation decreased in the soil resulting decreased

respiration of roots.



Speed of air

❖Help in pollination and fertilization

❖Dispersion of seeds.

❖Drying of seeds and plants

❖Enhance transpiration thus activating the 

cooling system of plants.



Speed of air

➢Soil erosion

➢Carrying cloud and causes rain

➢Excessive speed causes damage to crops, drying up stigma, 
dropping of flowers and fruits.


